SUMMARY Transient lower oesophageal sphincter relaxation (LOSR) is the major mechanism underlying gastro-oesophageal reflux. The mediation and control of LOSRs are incompletely understood but evidence suggests a neural inhibitory mechanism. In this study we have evaluated the effect of gastric distension on LOS function in 16 patients with untreated idiopathic achalasia and compared it with that in 10 healthy controls. With the subjects sitting, the stomach was distended with a liquid mixture that generated 750 ml CO2. Oesophageal pH and motility were monitored for 10 minutes before and after distension. In normal controls, gastric distension induced a four-fold increase in the rate of LOSRs and gas reflux episodes (as evidenced by oesophageal common cavities), whereas this response was absent in the achalasia patients. Basal LOS pressure did not change in either group. These findings are consistent with the notion that transient LOSRs induced by gastric distension are neurally mediated, probably by the same inhibitory nerves that govern swallow mediated LOS relaxation.
pathways also mediate LOSRs induced by gastric distension, this response would be expected to be absent in such patients. Our aim in this study was to evaluate the LOS response to gaseous gastric distension in patients with untreated idiopathic achalasia.
Methods

SUBJECTS
Studies were done on 16 patients (11 men, five women) aged from 16 to 80 years (mean 50), with untreated idiopathic achalasia. These patients were referred for investigation and treatment of dysphagia. Radiological examination uniformly showed absent peristalsis in the thoracic oesophagus, failure of the LOS segment to open normally, and varying degrees of oesophageal dilation. All 15 16 The abrupt onset of these events served as the reference point for analysis of pH and motor events related to gas GOR. Oesophageal pH changes associated with each common cavity were determined by comparing pH values 5 s before and after the onset of the common cavity. The tracings were also scanned for the presence of transient LOSRs. These were defined as abrupt (within 5 s) falls in LOS pressure to a level 4 In the basal state, normal subjects exhibited a low rate of transient LOSRs and common cavities. Gaseous gastric distension induced a prompt and four-fold increase in the rate of both these events (Figs 1, 2) . The response was evident within the first minute after the onset of distension and was maintained throughout the distension period although 74% of the transient LOSRs and common cavities occurred within the first five minutes. The onset of all common cavities occurred during transient LOSRs. As well as increasing the rate of transient LOSRs, gastric distension also increased significantly the proportion of LOSRs associated with gas GOR from 34% to 94% (X2=20-5 p<0-01). In normal subjects we observed a close association between belch urge and gas GOR sufficient to cause extension of the common cavity to the proximal oesophagus. This observation would suggest that belch urge results from distension of the proximal oesophageal body. Despite the absence of common cavities in the achalasia patients, some of the patients experienced belch urge. The reason for this is not clear. It is possible that common cavities may have been masked in some patients by increased intraoesophageal pressure. In addition, the oesophageal dilatation present in some could provide a greater capacitance to receive any refluxed gas thereby potentially reducing or blunting the abrupt rise in oesophageal pressure that characterises common cavities in normal subjects. The virtual lack of any transient LOSRs, however, provides strong supportive evidence for the failure of gas GOR. A recent study has shown that in the absence of straining, reflux occurs only when LOS pressure approaches undetectable levels.'7 Except during the one transient LOSR, such pressures were never recorded in our achalasia patients. A more likely explanation for the experience of belch urge in some of the achalasia patients is that it results from the perception of oesophageal distension by swallowed air or secre-tions that have been retained in the oesophageal body. The belching observed in some patients most likely represents oesophagopharyngeal venting of this retained air.
A small drop in oesophageal pH occurred in association with gas reflux in the normal subjects. No such events were observed in the achalasic patients. Whilst 
